
Saving one life, you save the whole world.

Photo exhibition presenting the Herosi Foundation's wards during the Hubert Jerzy Wagner's 
Memorial 

Herosi (Heroes) Foundation, collaborating once again with volleyball players has prepared for 
this year's edition of the Hubert  Jerzy Wagner's Memorial with an exceptional photo exhibition. 
All of the pictures show the wards of Herosi Foundation and Hospice in Police, their parents, 
volunteers, as well as the medical staff of Instytut Matki i Dziecka (Mother and Child Institute) 
of Warsaw, wearing unique volleyball t-shirts received from both national stars (like Mariusz 
Wlazły, Bartosz Kurek or Michał Winiarski, for instance) and world-wide know players 
(Leandro Visotto, Giacomo Sintini and Georg Grozer among others). All of the t-shirts will be 
put up for an auction that will take place during the upcoming Men's European Volleyball 
Championship. The profit  gained thanks to these biddings will be assigned to equip the 
newly-created medical operating room of the Children and Youth Surgical Oncology Clinic of 
Instytut Matki i Dziecka and to build a base hospice in Police, co-organization of this particular 
campaign. 

People from all over the world have contributed to the process of t-shirt  collecting which has 
lasted for over a year. Good-hearted citizens of such countires as Norway, Iceland, Romania, 
Italy, Australia, Denmark and Poland have engaged themselves eagerly in the project. They were 
united by  two subjects: volleyball and inner-will to help  children in need. As a result  of their 
efforts we've been able to collect an impressive amount of t-shirts which were once owned by 
world-famous athletes.

Herosi Foundation is a public benefit organization which since 2009 has been actively acting in 
favour of the ill and needy. Since the beginning of its existence, this organization has been 
focusing its efforts on helping young people who suffer from cancer during early childhood and 
adolescence, focusing its efforts, with special emphasis put, on supporting the Children and 
Youth Surgical Oncology Clinic of Instytut  Matki i Dziecka (Mother and Child Institute) of 
Warsaw, Poland. The amount of patients that undergo therapy  at the department in question is 
over 3000 per year. The volleyball players - both and foreign Polish - constitute a great mainstay 
for the Herosi Foundation as they participate vigorously in its numerous actions.


